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NOTE FROM THE CEO

Back to INTERPHEX
S

pring is a time for renewal of energies, setting fresh goals
and making new friends. As we have done for many years,
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Pharmaceutical Technology is proud to organize the keynote
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sessions at the upcoming INTERPHEX exhibition in New York,
USA, which is being held 24–26 May 2022. These presentations
are a snapshot of where the focus of energies and resources
have been placed in the year leading up to the event, and
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Each incarnation is an opportunity to highlight industry trends,
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year are diverse companies, universities, and organizations
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discussion this time include topics of continuous and modular
fresh challenges emanating from emerging therapies, and an
overall big picture last afternoon session and panel discussion.
obstacles, and cooperative programmes. Represented this
such as the National Institute for Innovation in Manufacturing
Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL), Rutgers University, CONTINUUS
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Entegris, Tessera Therapeutics,
MilliporeSigma, the New York Genome Center, the University of
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Pennsylvania, and a brand-new entity, named AexeRNA.
There are one or two familiar faces but generally these
are new voices and perspectives giving intriguingly titled
talks such as “New therapeutic Modalities and Moores Law
in Biomanufacturing”, “Programming the Immune System to

Editorial: All submissions will be handled with reasonable care,
but the publisher assumes no responsibility for safety of artwork,
photographs, or manuscripts. Every precaution is taken to ensure
accuracy, but the publisher cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of information supplied herein or for any opinion expressed.
Subscriptions:
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subscribers in Europe.
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mmhinfo@mmhgroup.com, putting PTE in the subject line.

Supercharge Cancer Cell Therapies”, and “Considerations for a
Unified Pandemic National Response”. It is this kind of gathering
that forces one to confront how our industry traverses a broad
sweep of technologies, skill sets, and therapeutic applications.
The frenetic pace of the past couple of pandemic years has
paradoxically invested fresh impetus and outreach, instead of
wearing us down and leaving us effete. Lessons learned in the
face of adversity can now be applied to mitigating some of the

Please quote your subscription number if you have it.

harm from whatever future emergencies we will face. I expect

For reprints contact Michael Tracey, mtracey@mjhlifesciences.com.

some of the solutions we will rely on going forward will be
presented at the INTERPHEX keynote sessions. Only by listening
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to others, and by joining forces, can we optimize our individual
talents. In spring, we renew our pledge to make a difference,
and grow together as an industry. PTE
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developments in a long-running criminal case, concerning
trade secrets. The case, which has been ongoing for
six years, was brought to court by pharma giant, GlaxoSmithKline (GSK),
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against several people, including employees.

GSK trade secrets case
To get to the beginning of this specific trade secrets case, it is necessary
to go back to early 2016, when Philadelphia federal prosecutors indicted
five people on charges of stealing trade secrets (1). The people accused
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research facilities. Four of the five indicted have already pleaded guilty—
residing in China (2–4).
However, another offender in the case was recently convicted in May

Colin Minchom, PhD
CMC Consultant

the Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Research (FMI), which is
affiliated with Novartis.

Data theft, operational threat

Clifford S. Mintz
President and Founder
BioInsights

Confidential and proprietary data were shared between the
offenders involved in this case, and two new business entities were

Tim Peterson
Technical Manager at
Kindeva Drug Delivery

set up—one in China and the other in Switzerland—through which,
those involved would sell and market the pilfered information. The

John Pritchard
Owner
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data that was stolen mainly pertained to anti-cancer drugs that were
purported to be extremely valuable (5).
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“When a company like GSK spends billions on research and development
to bring new drugs to market, the theft of valuable trade secrets poses a
significant operational threat,” said Jacqueline Maguire, special agent in
Charge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Philadelphia Division—who
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University of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico

had investigated the criminal activity—in a press release (5).
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EUROPEAN
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In-Vitro Diagnostic Regulation
On 26 May 2022, the European Commission will roll-out the new in-vitro diagnostic regulation.

T

he new European Union (EU) in-vitro diagnostic

diagnostics), the date of application will be extended

regulation (IVDR) introduces substantial changes

until May 2026, and applications for lower risk class

in the regulatory framework for in-vitro diagnostic

devices (class B and A sterile) will start in May 2027 (5). Cheryl Barton is
director of PharmaVision,

medical devices (1), replacing the current in-vitro
diagnostic medical devices directive (IVDD) (2).

European database on medical devices

For most diagnostic manufacturers, procedures

The European database on medical devices (EUDAMED)

for conformity assessment will become more

has been created to increase transparency and

complicated as companies transition away from self-

integrate different electronic systems to collate and

certification and towards independent conformity

process information about medical devices and related

assessment by Notified Bodies (NBs). Under the EU

companies (manufacturers) (6). EUDAMED will be

IVDR, companion diagnostics will fall under Class C

populated by the data owners, who are responsible

and will therefore undergo a high level of scrutiny

for the quality of data, and part of EUDAMED will be

from NBs as well as tighter clinical requirements,

accessible to the public (7).

particularly for pharmaceutical companies developing
their own companion diagnostics.

info@pharmavision.co.uk.

EUDAMED is composed of six modules related
to: actor registration, unique device identification
(UDI) and device registration, NBs and certificates,

Key differences between IVDR and IVDD

clinical investigations and performance studies,

One of the main changes in the IVDR is to increase

vigilance and post-market surveillance, and market

the involvement of NBs. Under the current IVDD, less

surveillance. The actor registration module became

than 10% of high-risk devices are subject scrutiny

active 1 Dec. 2020 and enables economic operators to

by to NBs whereas under the new IVDR around 80%

submit, by means of an actor registration request, the

will be under their control (3). In addition, the IVDR

information necessary to obtain a single registration

introduces a new set of rules for ‘in-house’ devices

number (SRN) (8). The SRN allows economic actors

including justification for the use of a device and

to be clearly identified throughout the EU and is

requires diagnostic manufacturers to implement

required by a NB when submitting an application for

appropriate quality management systems to ensure

conformity assessment. Each actor needs to appoint

their safety and performance of their devices (3).

at least one Local User Administrator (LUA) to verify,

On 24 Jan. 2022, the European NBs published a
position paper identifying the key challenges in terms

beugdesign - Stock.adobe.com

of ensuring adequate certification support IVDR and the

manage mandates, link (depending on actor role), and
manage users and user access requests.
Modules two and three, the UDI/device registration

new medical devices regulation (MDR) (4). The shortage

and NBs and certificates, became active in October

of NBs with appropriate designation to the new IVDR

2021. The second module introduces an EU device

(and MDR) has been a cause for concern; only six NBs

identification system based on a UDI linking

had been designated to the IVDR, as of December

the device to the applicable certificates to help

2021 (4). European NBs called for the regulators to

improve traceability (9). The third module enables

extend the transition period for IVDR beyond May 2024

NBs to register information in EUDAMED regarding

and for closer alignment between NBs and competent

Conformitè Europëenne (CE) Mark certificates

authorities regarding authorizing remote audits (3).

issued (including amendments and supplements),

In December 2021, the European Parliament and

suspended, reinstated, withdrawn, or refused, and

the Council sanctioned the progressive rollout of IVDR

other restrictions imposed on these certificates; all

from 26 May 2022 (5). This action will change the dates

information will be accessible to the public and help

of application of some medical devices. For instance,

to improve transparency of the process (10).

the new requirements will apply from May 2025 for

Critical documents for the three remaining

class D higher risk devices; whereas for devices of

modules—clinical investigations and performance

the lower risk class C (which include companion

studies; vigilance and post-market surveillance; and
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European Regulatory Watch
Table I. Company checklist for regulatory compliance strategy for the new in-vitro diagnostic regulation (IVDR).
Understand the IVDR requirements and their potential impact on the company protocols and procedures
Knowledge of IVDR classification and the expiration dates of any notified body certificates
Knowledge of IVDR classification and which path to conformity assessment the company will take
Understand the IVDR general safety and performance requirements (GSPRs) and supporting documentation
Establish a written strategy relating to regulatory classes and groupings of IVDs
Establish a post-market surveillance (PMS) plan according to IVDR Annex III
Ensure risk management files are compliant with EN ISO 14971:2012 (or 2019)
Ensure access to an accredited ISO 13485 quality management system (QMS)
Source: modified from Emergo, 2021 (12).

market surveillance—will launch when the EUDAMED

enable staff to execute specific activities such as entering,

database becomes fully operational in May 2022. Industry

reviewing, and uploading information in a timely manner (5).

experts anticipate that analytical and clinical performance

Failure to adjust to these regulatory changes may result

data will come under greater scrutiny under the new

in penalties and loss of market access; however, the

IVDR and the performance evaluation report (PER) will

implementation of a good regulatory compliance strategy

require continuing updates. In addition, manufacturers

can help to mitigate these risks. While it may take time

are likely to face more stringent post-market surveillance

for manufacturers to navigate the new IVD regulations, it

requirements and may need to conduct post-market

is hoped that the framework that has been put in place

performance follow-up (PMPF) and provide period safety

will provide them with a more efficient, transparent, and

update reports (PSUR) for Class C and D devices (11).

consistent pathway for the regulatory approval of IVDs.

The three remaining modules will provide clinical
investigations or performance studies with a single
identification number (SIN) and incident reports will

References
1.

automatically be assigned a reference number (the
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Speeding Up Development
for Traditional Biologics
Resolving operational bottlenecks makes mAb manufacturing more efficient.

Feliza Mirasol

T

raditional biologics, which are predominantly

desegregation of manufacturing suites through

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), are continuing to

process closure, Kumar outlines.

see strong market demand, and the pipeline for mAb

“Although many advancements have been made

development is also robust. While the biopharmaceutical

in mAbs manufacturing, they are still difficult to

industry has had time to work out much of the kinks in

manufacture at scale due to their poor expression,

mAb manufacturing, there remain some areas in the

solubility, aggregation, and poor pharmacokinetic

process that persistently pose a challenge.

profiles. Thus, it is critical to address these challenges

Fundamentally, know-how surrounding the

to make the mAb manufacturing process efficient, less

production and purification of mAbs throughout

problematic, and cost-effective,” adds Gaurav Kaushik,

manufacturing process flows has been well established

Market Entry Strategy manager CCT, Sartorius.

in the industry, but bottlenecks still exist in bioprocess
optimization, capacity constraints, cost of goods,

Tackling bottlenecks

footprint, dealing with batch failures, and lack of

Upstream. One of the challenges in making mAb

modular systems with plug-and-play interfaces, says

manufacturing efficient is optimizing recombinant cell

Ganesh Kumar, Integrated Solutions manager, Sartorius.

lines in the production bioreactor, Kaushik says. He

ustas - Stock.adobe.com

In upstream processing, such restrictions are

explains that the selection of a robust cell line influences

mostly related to the long-time/high number of

the success and efficiency of the manufacturing

intermediate steps required during seeding as

process. “This step requires careful consideration in

well as the productivity, stability, titers, media

developing different recombinant cell line clones (mainly

consumption, impurities and cell densities in the

Chinese hamster ovary [CHO] cell lines) by transfecting

production bioreactor. In downstream processing,

them with engineered mammalian expression vectors

the bottlenecks are centred around dealing with

and then screening them to identify the most robust,

intermediate to high cell densities at the harvest in an

productive clone. This is the most time-consuming step

efficient (high yield) and closed manner; productivity,

in mAb manufacturing,” Kaushik states.

yield, impurities removal and cost of goods at the

Kaushik also points out another major bottleneck

chromatography steps; time, footprint and waste

in mAb manufacturing: optimization of culture media

management at buffer prep/hold areas; achieving

conditions, which can influence cell growth and
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Cover Story: Biologic Drug Development

antibody titer and quality. “Process

paused, Bilgischer says. “For UCB, an

ways to make chromatographic

developers screen different media

adequate planning of activities is of

buffers more effective by using

formulations, growth factors,

utmost importance. This is achieved

new kinds of additives, and utilize

nutrients—including glucose and

through a dynamic scheduling of

prepackaged single-use buffer

amino acids concentrations—and

operations that is capable to handle

materials to streamline buffer

optimize critical process parameters

any time lost by rescheduling all

exchange steps or work with buffer

(CPPs) and critical quality attributes

downstream operations within a

concentrates in conjunction with inline

(CQAs) for mAb production. The crucial

production, but also for the batches to

dilution,” Brophy states.

part to addressing this challenge is to

follow,” he states.

develop a two-media strategy, where

Downstream processing is
commonly the stage where

one medium is initially required to

director, Clinical Development and

bottlenecks generally occur in

support cell expansion and growth and

Strategic Marketing, Lonza adds that

traditional mAb manufacturing,

then switched to another medium to

bottlenecks can occur when balancing

says Seokjin Chang, director of

support protein (antibody) production.

commitment of capacity for the next

Market Intelligence at Samsung

This is the most complex and cost-

phase of development versus waiting

Biologics. “This is because adding a

intensive part in mAb manufacturing,”

for clinical readout. “If the decision is

downstream process line requires a

he explains.

taken prior to the readout, and there is

relatively large capital expenditure

a negative readout, then capacity may

(CapEx) investment. However,

be secured that is no longer needed;

because contract development and

there may be fees or penalties

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs)

associated with that. If capacity is

are increasingly making these large-

secured too late, there may be a delay

scale CapEx investments themselves,

in the overall timelines as the

biopharma and biotech companies

available capacity may be later than

are able to outsource these capital-

desired,” Vaghjiani says.

intensive processes and avoid this

Fundamentally,
know-how surrounding
the production and
purification of mAbs
throughout manufacturing
process flows has been
well established in the
industry, but bottlenecks
still exist.

Downstream. While biopharma
manufacturers have largely overcome

entire bottleneck scenario altogether,”
Chang states.

Over the past two decades, mAb

blockages in upstream processing

productivity has increased by an order

through significant investments in

of magnitude. Productivity increase has

technologies and processes that

been achieved both in cell amplification

improve yields, improvements in

and product expression, as well as in

downstream processing have not

the part of the process responsible

kept a similar pace, says Ger Brophy,

for the product purification, points

executive vice-president, Biopharma

out Jean-Pascal Bilgischer, head of Bio

Production, Avantor. Bottlenecks still

Center of Expertise at UCB Switzerland,

occur in downstream processing,

a biopharmaceutical company focusing

which takes place over a period of a

on neurology and immunology. “While

few weeks and involves many unit

Aseptic considerations

we still expect some improvements

operations. Downstream processing

Adventitious agent testing is

in the coming decade, as the industry

moves from cell harvesting, to

another systemic bottleneck that is

seeks to achieve double digits

centrifugation and polishing, to

typically encountered during mAb

productivities (grams of drug substance

multiple chromatography and filtration

manufacturing, including aseptic

per liter of bioreactor), recent plants

steps, before reaching final fill and

filling, says Lindsay Fraser, head of

such as UCB’s have been modified to

finish. Over a dozen buffers and

Technical Services at Symbiosis, a

handle these high intensity processes,”

cleaning solutions are used as part of

UK-based contract manufacturing

Bilgischer says.

the process, Brophy explains.

organization. For instance, for

Bilgischer emphasizes that the
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Jeetendra Vaghjiani, executive

“Finding ways to remove those

Downstream
processing moves
from cell harvesting,
to centrifugation
and polishing, to
multiple chromatography
and filtration steps,
before reaching final
fill and finish.

products to enter Symbiosis’ facility,

efficiency of a plant now resides in

bottlenecks and improve yields

the products must be minimally tested

its capacity to achieve a high level of

continues to be a key focus area

and shown to be free from microbial

availability, with fast rotation between

for biopharma manufacturers, and

contamination. Current compendial

batches and fast changeovers between

different strategies can be applied

tests for sterility and mycoplasma,

products. Timing is an important

to the process. For instance,

however, are largely still growth-based

aspect of biological manufacturing,

manufacturers can improve

and can therefore take several weeks

specifically the ability to control the

productivity of the capture step

to return results, Fraser explains.

timing of operations; once started

through the selection of high-

the processing of a batch cannot be

performance protein A resins, explore
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“ To a certain extent, this testing

can be scheduled to coincide with

Cover Story: Biologic Drug Development

other activities; however, product

timeline impacts, notes Fraser. Though

the cell density of standard processes

batches are still often waiting for

not seen as a bottleneck point from

and usually requires customization

adventitious test results before

the manufacturing side, delays in early

of media/feed and a robust harvest

they can proceed to the next step in

development can be unanticipated

solution. “As cell culture titers continue

manufacturing,” Fraser says.

from a developer perspective. “We

to increase across the industry, the

have found that the time required

ability of the downstream process

of multiple operations, ranging typically

for formulation and manufacturing

to handle the quantity of product

from thawing and pooling drug

process development is often

continues to pose challenges. Resins

substances, to compounding, microbial

underappreciated,” Fraser says. “For

with higher binding capacities,

pre-filtration/sterile filtration, filling

example, a lyophilization process

adoption of continuous capture and

into clean, sterile, and depyrogenated

may take several months to develop,

volume control strategies (i.e., SPTFF

containers (e.g., vials, syringes),

and will be impacted if formulation

[single-pass tangential flow filtration])

possibly lyophilization (freeze-drying),

components are changed at a later

have helped curtail some of these

and then closure and capping, says

date. Developers must consider the

challenges, but, as titers continue to

Susanne Jörg, chief customer delivery

manufacturing process holistically to

increase, new solutions may need to be

officer, ten23 health, a Switzerland-

avoid delay,” Fraser states.

employed,” Mostafa states.

Aseptic mAb manufacturing consists

based CDMO for development and
manufacturing of sterile products.
Jörg emphasizes that product
stability and quality must be ensured
throughout the entire drug product
manufacturing setup, as biologics
can easily deteriorate due to
inadequate processing during, for
example, freeze-thaw or filling. “By

Though not seen as a
bottleneck point from
the manufacturing
side, delays in early
development can be
unanticipated from a
developer perspective.
Moreover, high levels of stabilizing

Chang, meanwhile, comments that,
since the COVID-19 pandemic, the
challenges associated with sourcing
raw materials have led to bottlenecks
with greater impact than those
related to downstream processes.
Lockdowns at the beginning of the
pandemic prevented manufacturing
personnel from going to work, which

implication, due to the rising number

additives, such as dimethyl sulfoxide

resulted in supply chain disruptions.

of launched antibody products during

or alcohols, may make sense for bulk

“As the pandemic continued, so did the

the past decades, a vast knowledge

manufacturing, but these additives

tension on US–China trade relations,

on manufacturing processes for

can cause significant issue in aseptic

putting pressure on each country to

biologics has been gained, including

filling when interacting with plastic

reorganize and reprioritize supply

understanding typical challenges and

components and filters, Fraser adds.

chains. Disruptions to the supply chain

how to address these,” she states.

Fortunately, many of the bottlenecks

were further exacerbated during

for traditional mAb manufacturing have

that period because raw materials

based aseptic drug product

been resolved, notes Sigma Mostafa,

were dedicated to the production of

manufacturing processes for

senior vice-president, site head, RTP,

COVID-19 treatments with vaccines

mAbs are established by many

N.C., KBI Biopharma. For instance,

as a priority over production of other

biopharmaceutical and biotech

stable mAb structure, high productivity,

products,” Chang explains. Raw

companies, Jörg adds. “These platform

stable cell lines, minimization on

material and other shortages across

processes allow fast timelines in

non-human glycosylation, elimination

the biopharmaceutical supply chain

early clinical development stages and

of mAb reduction in harvest, and

have yet to be completely resolved,

facilitate moving molecules quickly

removal of hitchhiker host cell proteins

he adds.

into Tox [toxicity], Phase I, and PoC

have all been achieved. “The current

[proof of concept] studies, with a

bottlenecks are mostly operational

the most stable and effective

lean usage of development resources

challenges rather than fundamental

biotherapeutic treatments available

based on prior knowledge,” Jörg

technology limitations—although we

for the foreseeable future, evident in

says. Nevertheless, mAbs are still far

occasionally still see mAb sequences

the fact that the global mAbs market is

away from being a commodity, and

that are hard to express and secrete,”

anticipated to grow from $168.70 billion

holistic expertise is required to de-risk

says Mostafa.

(€159.75 billion) in 2021 to $188.18

Nowadays, however, platform-

accelerated development timelines.

Selexis, a sister company to KBI

Overall, mAbs will likely remain

billion (€178.20 billion) in 2022 and later

Biopharma, has developed engineered

increasing to $292.22 billion (€276.72

Optimizing timelines

host cell lines with chaperones and has

billion) in 2026 (1), Chang states.

Time to market is a crucial factor

demonstrated significant productivity

in any drug development project.

improvement for hard-to-express

If a product is delayed in early

proteins, Mostafa adds. In terms of

development, this can lead to a

operational challenges, intensified cell

number of non-systemic project

culture processes can have up to 10X

Reference
1. The Business Research Company,
Monoclonal Antibodies (MAbS) Global
Market Report 2022, marketresearch.
com, March 2022. PTE
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modalities in the biopharmaceutical
space coming through the drug
development pipelines, inhalation
provides an alternative to parenteral
delivery of these active substances that
may provide advantages both in terms
of the pharmacokinetic behaviour and
the patient experience,” Parry states.

Patient considerations
are paramount
Indeed, one of the primary factors in

Inhalation
Formulation Development:
Predicting API Behaviour
Inhalation formulations are complex, and empirical
data are essential for realizing optimal solutions.

Cynthia A. Challener,
PhD, is contributing
editor to Pharmaceutical
Technology Europe.

I

determining if formulation for inhaled
delivery is the right approach—and the
specific type of inhalation device—for
any given API is the needs of the target
patient population. “If the device does
not meet the needs of the patient
population, the utility of the product
will be severely limited,” observes
Jennifer Wylie, director of analytical
research and development at Merck.
For instance, while there is evidence
that patients prefer inhaled products

nhaled drug formulation involves consideration of multiple factors,

to injectable ones (1), inhaled devices

including the properties of the API, the needs of the target patient

are usually more complicated to use

population, the delivery requirements, and the choice of device.

than oral or injectable dosage forms,

Predicting the performance of a specific API is, consequently, quite

Chin notes. “Strategies that include

challenging. While some computational approaches can help, physical

patient education or training can

experiments provide the greatest insights.

help to address these limitations, as
can careful design or selection of the

Historically, the inhaled route has been preferred for the local

In another example, Wylie points

administration of drugs to treat pulmonary diseases. “Inhaled delivery

to the fact that dry-powder inhalers

has clear advantages because delivering the API directly to the

(DPIs) cannot be used by children

intended target allows for more efficient delivery of less overall dose

younger than five to six years of age.

with maximized efficacy and minimized dose-related side effects when

“If the indication being addressed has

compared to simpler systemic dosing,” explains Mark Parry, technical

a significant paediatric population, it

director with Intertek Melbourn.

may therefore be necessary to select

Inhaled delivery also provides an alternative route for systemic

an alternate device that is more

dosing with different pharmacokinetics when compared to traditional

appropriate, such as a nebulizer,”

routes such as solid oral dose and is of increasing interest where rapid

she comments.

delivery and onset of action is the objective, Parry adds. APIs that have

Parry adds that a nebulizer

stability issues upon contact with gastrointestinal fluids or decreased

formulation for a soluble API could

bioavailability because of first-pass metabolism can also be considered

be the simplest route to develop and,

for inhaled delivery, notes William Wei Lim Chin, manager of global

if only used in a hospital setting for

scientific affairs at Catalent.

short-term treatment, may be well

Today, this route of administration can also be used to deliver

tolerated by the patient and make

systemic drugs for indications such as diabetes, Parkinson’s disease,

the most sense commercially. When

and for pain management, according to Chin. “The large surface area in

looking at the management of chronic

the lungs and the thin-walled pulmonary vasculature allow transport of

diseases such as asthma and chronic

drugs into the bloodstream,” he explains.

obstructive pulmonary disease

Even large molecules such as peptides, antibodies, and various

12

delivery device,” he says.

(COPD), however, he comments that

types of engineered proteins can now be delivered via the lungs, Chin

the benefits of multidose DPI and

observes. These molecules present considerable challenges for delivery

pressurized metered-dose inhaler

via the traditional oral route. “As we see increasing importance of new

(pMDI) products become more
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Increasing applications for inhaled delivery

Development

One of the first properties to

important. Furthermore, engaging

the project (i.e., proof of concept or full

in more complex development

commercial development); the delivery

consider for an API when deciding on

programmes can make commercial

device; and the potential processing/

a type of delivery, Parry agrees, is how

sense when considering large patient

production needs of the API, such as

soluble the material is, including related

populations.

micronization, spray drying, freeze

salt forms. Equally important is how

drying, coacervation, etc.

practical particle engineering such as

One of the primary
factors in determining if
formulation for inhaled
delivery is the right
approach for any given API
is the needs of the target
patient population.

micronization or spray drying might be,

rapid absorption, and the drug class,

Ideal API properties

aqueous solubilities can be more

all of which must be balanced against

Because there are so many diverse

applicable to nebulizer systems,

the development costs associated with

classes of APIs considered for

including both portable and hospital

these relatively complex products.

inhalation delivery, defining an ideal

units. “Nebulizer formulations can quite

set of API properties is difficult.

often be a faster route to clinical studies

can affect its suitability for inhalation

“With various platforms and

for proof of concept as they leverage

delivery include its physicochemical

production technologies available,

the simplest approach,” he adds.

and interfacial properties, the ease

almost any API candidate can be

and robustness of its manufacturing

formulated for inhalation,” Chin

solvents such as alcohols, meanwhile,

process, its inherent stability and

observes. He does note, however,

are often more suitable for MDIs,

potential routes of degradation, the

that certain overarching molecular

Brown says. Those with attractive

level to which it interacts with its

properties will enable more

interfacial properties, particularly post-

biological target and how long it is

successful delivery to the lung, such

micronization, can be appropriate for

retained in the lung, its local and

as the nature of the solid state, the

DPIs and suspension formulations.

systemic bioavailability, and its toxicity,

level of permeability, and the specific

He also emphasizes that crystalline

according to Charles Evans, senior

surface area.

materials with good chemical and

Many additional
factors important
In addition to considering the needs of
the patient population, Chin points out
that whether or not inhalation delivery
is the correct choice depends on the
desired site of action (local versus
systemic), whether there is a need for

Specific attributes of an API that

vice president of pharmaceutical

In fact, the ideal properties of

which can be impacted by properties
such as the melting point and any
characteristic polymorphism. “These
considerations will guide the feasibility
and likely complexity of the different
delivery options,” he says.
Brown adds that APIs with higher

APIs that are soluble in more polar

physical stability are preferred. A

an API do depend on the specific

thorough understanding of the particle

delivery device, according to Wylie.

size and its aerodynamics is required

considered when selecting inhalation

“Usually, a solution formulation is

for small-molecule APIs delivered via

delivery as outlined by Marc Brown,

desired for a nebulizer, and therefore

carrier-based or carrier-free DPIs, Chin

co-founder of MedPharm and chair of

a stable molecule with adequate

adds. When an excipient carrier is

the company’s scientific committee,

solubility is desired. For a dry powder

involved, he stresses that particle-to-

include the intellectual property status;

inhaler, the ability to reduce its

particle interactions, particularly the

the funds available for formulation

particle size to the appropriate size

API morphology/shape and surface

development; the main objective of

range is important,” she adds.

characteristics, are critically important.

development for MedPharm.
Other factors that are typically

More on inhalation products
Visit PharmTech.com to read the following articles about the development and manufacture of inhalation products:
•

Spray Drying Finds Growing Use for ASDs
www.PharmTech.com/view/spray-drying-finds-growing-use-for-asds

•

Taking an Alternative Approach to Drug Delivery
www.PharmTech.com/view/taking-an-alternative-approach-to-drug-delivery

•

Considerations for DPIs and MDIs in Inhalation Drug Delivery
www.PharmTech.com/view/considerations-for-dpis-and-mdis-in-inhalation-drug-delivery

•

Best Practices in Manufacturing Inhalation Drugs
www.PharmTech.com/view/best-practices-in-manufacturing-inhalation-drugs

•

Getting a Nose for Vaccines
www.PharmTech.com/view/getting-a-nose-for-vaccines

•

Integrated Approach Facilitates Inhalation Drug Development
www.PharmTech.com/view/integrated-approach-facilitates-inhalation-drug-development
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Small- vs. large-molecule
considerations

solubility in the proposed formulation.
Other than that, it is difficult to

Computational
approaches may help

The requirements for small and large

predict the performance without any

Computational approaches for aiding

molecules intended for inhalation

experimental data,” Wylie says.

inhalation formulation development

formulations do differ somewhat.

The pulmonary biopharmaceutics
classification system (pBCS),

effective models is not easy.

properties centred on the solid state

introduced in 2010 and inspired by the

“Development of inhalation products

of the drug (crystalline for stability

oral biopharmaceutics classification

relies heavily on the packaging

purposes versus amorphous for

system (BCS), attempted to establish

and delivery device, not only the

solubility improvement), permeability,

a framework by considering

formulation, so understanding the

and particle size are critical drivers

the physiology of the lung, drug

behaviour using computational

in influencing the drug absorption

physicochemical properties, and drug

methods can be very complex,”

process in the lung. He adds that

absorption (3). The pBCS, Chin explains,

Brown observes.

it has been reported that small-

suggested that molecular size,

molecule inhalable drugs generally

lipophilicity, solubility, acid dissociation

models for predicting airflow and

meet Lipinski’s Rule of Five, with

constant (pKa), protein binding, polar

respiratory aerosol deposition have

a tendency to have slightly higher

surface area, and number of rotatable

been reported in the literature,

molecular weights, high polar surface

bonds predict an API’s permeability

but Brown believes, like many

areas, and lower lipophilicities (2).

across the lung epithelium.

such models, they have significant

For large molecules such as

“From the developability

Mathematical/computational

limitations due to the gross

peptides, proteins, and antibodies,

perspective, this was a turning

assumptions they require. He does

Chin observes that particle surface

point that generated considerable

expect the value of these models

properties are probably more critical

interest from academia, industry,

to increase over time, however,

criteria for the disposition and retention

and regulatory stakeholders,” Chin

especially for large pharmaceutical

of these molecules in the lung.

says, pointing to a workshop on the

companies with libraries comprising

Because of the structure of these large

topic (4). Unfortunately, he observes

thousands of APIs and drug

molecules, they are more amenable

that 12 years on, the predictive utility

formulations available for screening.

to formulation using a spray-drying

of the pBCS framework remains

process for dry-powder formulations.

uncertain as there are still many

Balance (CAB), a screening tool for

“Most important,” Chin contends,

One example is Cohesive Adhesive

factors other than physicochemical

investigating the surface interfacial

“regardless of the type of API and

properties that affect drug disposition

properties of secondary processed

delivery platform, is the ability to

in the lung, including the variability

micronized APIs and their influence

repeatedly and consistently deliver the

in patient breathing patterns and

on blending dynamics, stability, and

drug molecules as an aerosol.”

compliance to treatment regimens.

in vitro performance. “CAB directly

On a positive note, MedPharm has

quantifies the relative magnitudes

Predicting API
performance problematic

found that some cell- and tissue-

of the cohesive and adhesive forces

based models developed in-house

that govern formulation structure and

Inhaled drug delivery is inherently

at the company can be used to

ultimately product functionality,” Brown

complex requiring identification of

provide a means of comparing

explains. It can be used throughout API

compounds with an appropriate

performance between APIs and

process development, early-phase DPI

balance of lung retention, toxicity,

devices, according to Evans.

formulation development, and scale-up.

and bioavailability, according

14

are being investigated, but developing

For small molecules, Chin notes that

Parry also points to significant

Chin points to thermodynamic

to Evans. Several studies have

research into better models for

modelling approaches for predicting

correlated an API’s physicochemical

understanding the way APIs are

process parameters that affect the

properties with the absorption of

deposited in the lungs and then

properties of spray-dried particles and

inhaled drugs, but Chin notes the

dissolve, which could help improve

computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

current consensus is that there

in-vitro/in-vivo correlation. “While

simulations for understanding the

is a lack of reliability of in vitro

much of this work has been driven

complexity of device and formulation

methods to establish absorption and

by a need to better support the

interactions, which he says are being

permeability at the lung level.

development of generics, we now

used to improve the performance of

“For dry powder inhalers, the

have an increasingly broad toolbox to

DPIs. CFD has more recently been

particle size of the API must be of a

understand and study the delivery of

used to study air flow within devices

respirable size (usually considered

poorly soluble APIs that can aid the

and patients, while discrete element

below 5 microns). For any solution

particle engineering and formulation

methods are used to simulate

formulation (for example, a nebulized

development work in optimizing their

solution), the API must have adequate

performance,” he remarks.
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range of severe symptoms, including
an increased risk of developing
blood clots, weakness, and fatigue,
which often lead to early death.

CRISPR’s ability to
successfully correct
mutation associated
with β-thalassemia is
still uncertain.

Assessing the Success
of CRISPR Gene
Therapies Using ddPCR

Some research suggests
that deleting the α-globin gene,
HBA, may improve outcomes.
Alternatively, introducing a
healthy HBB gene via a lentiviral
vector improves patients’ clinical
outcomes, but only if these patients
already express some β-globin (2).

Using more exacting analytical tools can give a
clearer assessment of gene-editing outcomes.

A research group based in France
and Italy recently combined these
two approaches: they used CRISPR
to delete one copy of HBA2 and

Marwan Alsarraj
is the Biopharma Segment
manager, Digital Biology
Group, at Bio-Rad.

A

replaced it with HBB in hopes of
lthough many have never heard of it, β-thalassemia is one of

restoring the balance between the

the most common autosomal recessive diseases globally and

two hemoglobin subunits (3).

is a serious blood disorder. Scientists have estimated that about

Performing this kind of dual edit

1.5% of the global population carries mutations associated with

is a complex task. Researchers must

β-thalassemia, with more than 60,000 new cases diagnosed every

first design a guide RNA (gRNA) to

year (1). This blood disorder reduces the production of hemoglobin,

locate the gene to be edited. Once

the iron-containing protein in red blood cells that plays an essential

the gRNA identifies the correct site

role in delivering oxygen throughout the body. Scientists and

containing the HBA gene, Cas9 must

researchers, therefore, seek to produce a gene therapy to treat

perform the cut and facilitate the

β-thalassemia and correct the underlying genetic imbalance that

insertion of the HBB gene in the exact

causes the condition.

location the HBA gene previously

One promising approach involves using clustered regularly

Nathan Devery com - stock.adobe.com

interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) to correct the

occupied. A dual edit approach only
works if CRISPR correctly removes

mutated gene. However, scientists are still working to improve and

HBA and introduces the HBB in the

validate CRISPR’s editing efficiency. Furthermore, CRISPR’s ability

same spot. Assessing the success

to successfully correct mutation associated with β-thalassemia

of this technique requires rigorous

is still uncertain. Researchers, therefore, need to pair CRISPR

quality control to ensure CRISPR

editing protocols with a quality control tool, such as droplet digital

performs the correct edits. This

polymerase chain reaction (ddPCR), that accurately detects the

is where ddPCR technology comes

presence of successful CRISPR edits.

into the equation.

A complex gene editing solution

Advantages of ddPCR assays

When correcting the mutations with β-thalassemia, scientists do

While researchers commonly use

not have a straightforward path toward addressing this condition

quantitative polymerase chain

at the genetic level. Adult hemoglobin is composed of two globin

reaction (qPCR) to assess gene-

subunits, α-globin and β-globin, which must be expressed in

editing success, this technique can

equal numbers for hemoglobin to develop correctly. People with

have drawbacks, especially with

β-thalassemia have a genetic mutation in the gene for α-globin,

regards to quantification. qPCR can

HBB, leading to the gene’s downregulation. With unequal quantities

only estimate the transgene copy

of α-globin and β-globin circulating, the free α-globin forms toxic

numbers by relying on a standard

precipitates that impair the development of red blood cells and kill

curve of serial dilutions to interpret

mature red blood cells. As a result, patients can experience a wide

samples. Therefore, the results are
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less sensitive and can not

robust insertion of the HBB gene,

developing CRISPR therapies must

measure down to one gene per

confirming on-target integration of

take care to ensure their therapies

cell. In contrast, ddPCR is well-

the gene at 0.8 copies per cell.

are safe and effective by using tools

suited to the task, as it delivers

The team could not have detected

like ddPCR technology to provide the

absolute nucleic acid quantification

this integration using qPCR. Because

confidence they need. For example,

without the aid of a standard

of the inherent variability in how

ddPCR assays can be designed to

curve. ddPCR technology is a highly

qPCR results are measured, the

detect any CRISPR edits by using

sensitive tool designed to detect

technique cannot detect gene

probes that span the junction

and quantify rare genetic variants,

copies at concentrations lower

between the native genome and the

and it can be used to detect

than two or three copies per cell.

donor sequence. Researchers and

outcomes of CRISPR editing. For

Without ddPCR technology, these

biopharmaceutical manufacturers

example, researchers have used

researchers would not have shown

can screen out cell lines containing

ddPCR assays to detect CRISPR edits

that their CRISPR strategy has

unsuccessful edits before they even

via homology-directed repair and

potential for future clinical testing.

reach patients by analyzing cells

nonhomologous end-joining (4).

While researchers
commonly use
quantitative polymerase
chain reaction to
assess gene-editing
success, this technique
can have drawbacks.

lines for specific CRISPR edits. This,

includes a strand with the target

Future CRISPR applications
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genetic sequence, that DNA will
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S

ignificant technological advancements have been
made over several decades that provide options to
treat and control life-threatening diseases. One of
the most revolutionary advances in this new era is
cell and gene therapy. The clinical success of gene therapy depends in large part on the efficient delivery of the
genetic material to the target cells. Several different viral-based vectors and non-viral systems have been evaluated for gene delivery, including nanoparticles, liposomes,
adeno-associated virus (AAV), lentivirus, and adenovirus
(1–2). In comparison to other delivery systems for gene
therapy (1–2), AAV has emerged as the predominant vector
due to many desirable attributes, including a lack of pathogenicity, efficient infection of dividing and non-dividing
cells, and sustained maintenance of the viral genome (3).
Manufacturing of AAV viral vector is a complex process, that requires several upstream, downstream, and
fill/finish unit operations (4). Downstream processing
is the most complex stage of the manufacturing process
because it is where up to 70% of viral vectors are lost
during processing (5). Therefore, understanding and optimizing unit operations in downstream processing are
crucial for cost-effective manufacturing of gene therapy
products (6). One of the key downstream unit operations
is cell lysis, which requires viral vector release from cells.
Cell lysis refers to the rupturing of the cell membrane and
subsequent breakdown of the cells.
There are several mechanical and chemical methods
for cell lysis (7). The rudimentary mechanical technique
to liberate recombinant AAV vectors from cells is freeze/
thaw cycling followed by a low-speed centrifugation clarification step. This technique is not appropriate for largescale purification of AAVs, because it is difficult to scale
up. Mechanical homogenization is another lysis method
wherein cells in media are forced through an orifice using
high pressure. Disruption of the membrane occurs due to
the high shear force as the cell is subjected to compression

KATERYNA_KON - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

Adeno-associated virus has emerged as a leading
platform for gene delivery for treating various
diseases due to its excellent safety profile and
efficient transduction to various target tissues.
However, the large-scale production and longterm storage of viral vectors are not efficient,
resulting in lower yields, moderate purity, and
shorter shelf-life compared to recombinant
protein therapeutics. Cell lysis is one of the key
downstream unit operations, where the outer
boundary or cell membrane is broken down or
destroyed to release viral vector from the host
cell. During cell lysis and separation of viral
vector from cell debris, viral vectors are exposed
to harsh shear stress that aggregates, unfolds,
and precipitates virus. In this paper, the authors
discuss a novel cell lysis solution that is efficient
and generates low foam, making it easy to use. The
novel solution also protects the viral vector from
shear-induced damage during the manufacturing
process, resulting in an improved viral vector titer.

while entering the orifice and as it is expanded upon
discharge. Although this method is scalable, it has the
disadvantage of product loss due to shear stress-induced
aggregation and precipitation.
Detergents, such as octoxynol-9 (also sold as Triton X-100),
sodium deoxycholate, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
have been used as primary detergents for cell lysis (8). Cell
lysis by SDS works only at alkaline pH (9), which is not
an optimal solution condition for viral particle stability
as well other intracellular constituents (10). In the SDS
cell lysis process, viral vectors are released from host cells
in harsh solution conditions, resulting in a significant
loss of viral vectors due to processing. Among chemical
methods, Triton X-100 has been the preferred detergent
for viral vector purification processes due to its performance (8). However, research has shown that Triton X-100
causes acute oral toxicity, eye damage, skin irritation, and
chronic aquatic toxicity (11). As a result, the detergent has
been placed on the “substance of very high concern list” in
December 2016 by the European Chemicals Agency under
Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction
of Chemicals (REACH) regulations (11). REACH is a European Union regulation enacted in December 2006 to
address chemical safety for both human health and the
environment. Triton X-100 has been banned for use in
Europe since January 2021, and other regions of the globe
could follow or suffer in Europe’s wake (12).
None of the current lysis methods prevents vial
vector loss due to shear stress during processing. Therefore,
there is a clear need for an environmentally friendly and
easy-to-use cell lysis method that is not only efficient in
lysing the cells but also protects the viral vector from
damage during processing conditions. In this paper,
the authors discuss a novel cell lysis solution that lyses
the `cells efficiently, produces a lower foam, and improves viral vectorztiter. The solution is benign and
meets the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) guideline for readily biodegradable
material according to OECD 301 (13).

27 °C and 125 rpm. The target cell count of >5x106 viable
cells/mL was achieved in four to five days.
Preparation of Triton X-100 and novel cell lysis solution stocks.
A stock solution of 25% Triton X-100 was prepared by dissolving 25 g of Triton X-100 into approximately 60 mL
of water. Additional water was then added to bring the
solution to a volume of 100 mL. The solution was filtered
using a 0.22-µm filter, and the stock was stored at ambient
temperature. The 25% novel cell lysis solution stock was
prepared by dissolving 25 g of cell lysis solution components into approximal 60 mL of water. The final volume of
the solution was then adjusted to 100 mL with water. The
solution was filtered using a 0.22-µm filter, and the stock
was stored at ambient temperature.
Sample preparation for cell lysis. For the cell lysis study, 2
mL of cells in media were added to each of 10 x 15-mL
tubes under a sterile biosafety cabinet. Each tube was
spiked with 0% (control, no detergent), 0.05%, 0.10%,
0.25%, and 0.5% concentrations of either Triton X-100 or
novel cell lysis solution using the previously prepared concentrated stocks. Cell viability were determined after one
hour of incubation at ambient temperature.
Cell viability study. Cell viability was assessed by a cell
viability analyzer (Vi-Cell XR, Beckman Coulter) using
trypan blue exclusion staining. The cell viability analyzer
uses a video imaging system that automates the trypan
blue exclusion protocol, in which dead cells take up the
dye whilst live cells do not (14). The sample was delivered
to a flow cell and camera for imaging, where differences in
the grayscale between live and dead cells were determined
by the software. For every sample, the instrument requires
500 µL of sample volume, which is mixed 1:1 with trypan
blue and takes up to 50 images to determine the cell concentrationand viability.
Foam height measurement. The foam height determination of various membrane rupture solutions was carried
out according to ASTM D1173, Standard Test Method for
Foaming Properties of Surface-Active Agents (15). All
foam height measurements were carried out at 25 °C (ambient temperature) using a Ross-Miles foam apparatus
Material and methods
(VWR Cat# 14007-876, Wilmad-Labglass).
Cell growth. Expi293F cells (Gibco A14527) for the cell lysis
Titer determination. Transfection of adherent human
study were grown in Expi293 expression medium (Gibco embryonic kidney 293 transformation and stable clone
A14351-01) in a vented non-baff led shake f lask. The in- generation (HEK293T) cells was carried out using polycubator was set to 37 °C. The shaker speed was 125 rpm. ethylenimine max (Polysciences) mixed 4:1 with plasmid
The CO2 was maintained at 6%, and the relative humidity DNA in the ratio of 2:1.6:1 for helper R2C2 plasmids and
was >60%. The target cell count of >5x106 viable cells/mL green fluorescent protein (GFP) plasmids, respectively. On
was achieved in four to five days. HEK293T cells (Abcam day five, post-transfection, lysis experiments were carried
ab255593) were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s out by spiking concentrated lysis solutions into the cell
Medium (DMEM) (Corning 10-013-CM) with 10% fetal suspensions. For lysis of cells transfected with AAV2, 2
bovine serum (FBS) (Corning 35-011-CV) in an incubator mL of cell suspension with a concentration of two million
maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 . Spodoptera frugiperda cells per mL was added to 5-mL centrifuge tubes and 20
(SF9) cells (Gibc0 11496015) for the study were grown in µL of 100X concentrated Triton X-100 or novel cell lysis
SF-900 II SFM (Invitrogen/Gibco 10902) media in a non- solution to reach a final detergent concentration of about
vented non-baffled shake flask. The incubator was set at 0.25%. Both solution mixtures were then exposed to shear
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stress to mimic the worst-case stress conditions that viral
vectors may encounter during the manufacturing process. A small 12-mm size magnetic bar was inserted into
each tube, and then each tube was placed on a shaker. The
mixtures were shaken for one hour at 250 rpm at ambient temperature on a platform shaker. Post shear stress,
the viral vector product was harvested by centrifuging
the suspensions at 14,000 x g for 15 minutes at 4 °C and
collecting the supernatant. A concentrated polyethylene
glycol (PEG) 8000/sodium chloride mixture was added to
the supernatant to reach a final concentration of 20% to
flocculate the recombinant adeno-associated virus 2, and
the resulting suspension was incubated overnight at 4 °C.
Following centrifugation at 2500 x g for one hour, the
pellet was collected and resuspended in Tris-acetate–ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid buffer. Following chloroform
and PEG 8000 extractions steps, titer was determined by
treating 2 µl of the sample with DNAse I at 37 °C followed
by lysis of the virus with a 0.5 M sodium hydroxide/0.2 M
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid solution. Subsequently,
the solution was neutralized by adding 0.5 M Tris. Titer
was quantified with a quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) kit (Taq polymerase, Promega) with primers
targeting the GFP plasmid.

Results

Foam dissipation rate =
!"#$ &'()&* #* *+, - !"#$ &'()&* #* *+. $(/
*($' (. $(/.)

[Eq. 1]

Titer. The genome (AAV2) titer of HEK 293T cells was
compared for the novel cell lysis solution and Triton
X-100 under a worst-case processing condition. A detailed
procedure is discussed in the method section. The cell
suspensions were spiked with either novel cell lysis solution or Triton X-100 stock to a final concentration of
0.25% (w/v). The mixtures were then exposed to shear
stress (250 rpm, 1 hr) at ambient temperature to mimic
worst-case manufacturing processing conditions as discussed in the method section. Following one hour of
shaking, AAV2 was purified for both lysis solutions as
discussed in the method section, and the titer was measured. Figure 3 shows the viral titer for the novel cell lysis
solution and Triton X-100 from the average of 10 measurements. The titer was about one log higher for the
novel lysis solution compared to Triton X-100.

Discussion

The highest costs in viral vector production processes arise
In this study, the authors evaluated the performance of a from the downstream processing stage; therefore, undernovel cell lysis solution and compared it to the next best standing and optimizing unit operations in downstream
available option, Triton X-100. The parameters that were processing is crucial to minimize product losses during the
compared were cell viability, foam height, and titer. The process (6). The viral vector may denature and unfold as
results are discussed in this section.
a result of shear stress and adsorption to surfaces during
Cell viability. Lysis of Expi293F and SF9 cells by novel cell the downstream process (4). Unfolded proteins can easily
lysis solution and Triton X-100 were performed. Cell via- aggregate during the refolding process as they go through
bility prior to lysis was measured for both cell types. Sam- several intermediate states exposing hydrophobic residues
ples were prepared and analyzed as discussed earlier. Cell to the aqueous environment (16–17). Vector capsid protein
viability as a function of lysis solution concentration was aggregation can significantly reduce the yield of correctly
determined following one hour of incubation using the cell folded proteins during refolding. Cell lysis is a first unit
viability analyzer (Vi-Cell XR, Beckman Coulter). Results operation in downstream processing where cell membrane
of cell viability are shown in Figure 1. Percent cell viability rupture and subsequent breakdown leads to the release of
was comparable for both cell lysis solutions. Complete lysis intracellular content. Optimization of the cell lysis process
was achieved at ≥ 0.1% weight by volume (w/v) lysis solution to minimize viral vector aggregation, unfolding, and preconcentration for both cell types.
cipitation not only improved the titer and yields, but it also
Foam height. The foam height of the novel cell lysis reduced the burden on subsequent downstream unit opsolution and Triton X-100 was measured at 0.1% solution erations to remove it. The authors in this study developed
concentration at time zero and after five minutes of hold, a novel cell lysis buffer that is efficient in lysing cells, easy
according to ASTM D1173, Standard Test Method for to use, and protects the viral vector against shear stress
Foaming Properties of Surface-Active Agents (14). The during cell lysis, resulting in higher titer and yield.
results are shown in Figure 2. The foam height of the novel
In this study, the authors evaluated cell lysis, foam
lysis solution was about 28% and 33% lower at time zero height, and titer for the novel cell lysis solution comand after five minutes of hold for the novel cell lysis solu- pared to the next best available solution option, Triton
1
tion than the foam height of Triton X-100, respectively. X-100. The percent lysis of both Expi293F and SF9 cells
The foam dissipation rate was also faster for the novel cell was comparable between the novel cell lysis solution and
lysis solution (2.9% per minute) than Triton X-100 (1.6% Triton X-100. Complete lysis was achieved above 0.1%
per minute). The foam dissipation rate was calculated as (v/v) cell lysis solution concentration, which is the typishown in Equation 1:
cal detergent concentration used for cell lysis (8,11,18,19).
20
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Figure 1. Lysis of human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) and Spodoptera frugiperda (SF9) cells using Triton-X100
and novel lysis solution. The % cell viability of HEK293 (A) and SF9 (B) cells were measured as a function of Triton
X-100 and novel lysis solution concentration, respectively. Percent cell viability was measured following one hour
incubation of cell lysis mixture at ambient temperature.

ALL FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

Figure 2. Foam height of Triton X-100 and novel lysis
solution. The foam height of Triton X-100 and novel lysis
solution was measured at 0.1% solution concentration at
ambient temperature according to ASTM D 1173 (14).

Foaming of detergent lysis solutions is another challenge
that must be managed carefully. Excessive foam formation not only creates a mess on the manufacturing
f loor but is also difficult to clean. Ideally, the cell lysis
solution should be able to lyse cells without creating too
much foam. The novel cell lysis solution that the authors in
this study developed foams about 30% less and dissipates
relatively faster than Triton X-100. The novel cell lysis solution protects against viral vector loss during harsh processing conditions as demonstrated by an AAV2 titer that was
one log higher than AAV2 produced by HEK-293 cells that
were lysed using Triton X-100. The novel lysis solution has
been demonstrated to be compatible with frequently used
additives, such as sucrose and magnesium chloride, used in
the manufacturing process. The novel lysis solution is also
suitable for use across a wide pH range (data not shown).
Although the authors have demonstrated higher titers
of up to one log (10X) for the novel cell lysis solution compared to Triton X-100, the results may vary with serotype

Figure 3. Virus titer for cells lysed using Triton X-100 and
novel cell lysis solution. The titer was measured using the
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) method.

and operating conditions. Since the cost of gene therapy
treatment is significantly high, however, any improvement
in titer using the novel cell lysis solution will improve the
cost of gene therapy production and treatment cost to the
patient (20). Additionally, the novel cell lysis solution is
environmentally compatible and, more specifically, meets
the OECD guideline for readily biodegradable material according to OECD 301 (13). It alleviates the risk associated
with the use of non-REACH compliance reagents.

Conclusion

With the increased interest in gene and cell therapies, it
is apparent that efficient and cost-effective strategies for
viral production are necessary to meet market needs.
Cell lysis is a crucial unit operation in the AAV viral vector downstream process. In this study, the authors developed a novel cell lysis solution that is effective in cell lysis,
creates low foam, improves viral vector titer, and protects the viral vector from shear-induced unfold, agPharmaceutical Technology Europe
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gregation, and precipitation. Moreover, the low foaming makes the novel cell lysis solution easy to use. The
protection the solution confers on the viral vector during
production also reduces the burden on the subsequent
downstream unit operations to remove virus aggregates
and precipitates from the final product. The novel cell
lysis solution is environmentally friendly and meets
the OECD guideline for readily biodegradable material
according to OECD 301.
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particle size may have trade-offs in overall

also notes that the potential for successful
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dose amounts delivered to the lung,

micronization is more difficult to predict

so optimization for the overall product

without an understanding of the interfacial

dispersion and aerosolization of particles,

performance can be complex, observes

properties, which relate to the likelihood

according to Brown.

Parry. “When dealing with solid APIs (DPI

of agglomeration at smaller particle sizes.

or suspension-based products), therefore,

Solubility and stability data, meanwhile,

Physical
experiments essential

understanding the physical properties

can indicate whether a solution nebulizer

and behaviours will greatly inform the

system or MDI would be a more viable

Inhaled delivery development is primarily

development objectives,” he says. Having

delivery platform.

focused on getting efficient dosing of drug

early empirical data from well-designed

to the right area of the lung. “Particles

feasibility and scoping studies is essential.

larger than 5 microns may not travel very

Even though gathering experimental data
is challenging, it is essential to the

Typical experiments include solubility

development of inhaled delivery formulations.

far into the lung, particles in the 3-5-micron

and stability studies, as well as extensive

Fortunately, evidence-based models do show

range will tend to deposit in the larger

analysis to determine particle size,

promise for improving the development

airways, while sub-3-micron particles will

shape, and density; crystallinity, surface

process, including proprietary in-house

reach the deeper lung; the desired target

morphology, and polymorph content;

solutions as well as solutions accessible by

will depend on the API and the condition

and the molecule fingerprint of the API,

the wider stakeholder community.

being treated,” Parry says.

according to Evans. Using these data, the

Ultimately, therefore, developing

best delivery routes are determined and

effective inhalation formulations requires

preliminary formulations and devices are

extensive physical evaluation and

developed simultaneously.
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therapeutic effect can be
challenging,” notes Chetan Chure,
senior manager, Formulation
Development at CPL, a contract
development and manufacturing
organization (CDMO) based in
Mississauga, Ontario. Once the
optimal blend of excipients and APIs
has been identified, all steps in the
manufacturing process—from mixing
of ingredients to blending in APIs
and excipients to homogenization/

Topical Formulations
in Pharma–Balancing
Form and Function

emulsion to heating, cooling, and
filling packaging and more—and
related monitoring systems must be
designed and operated.

Managing
manufacturing challenges
“The number of excipients required

Ongoing advances in technology and modelling techniques are
helping to align all the objectives of both drug manufacturers and patients.

by a topical formulation can be
significantly higher compared to a
solid oral dose or injectable, thereby

Suzanne Shelley
is contributing editor to
Pharmaceutical Technology
Europe.

W

compounding the opportunities to
here applicable, therapy options that are available in a

create potential incompatibilities

topical format are often preferable for patients, compared to

between excipients, API, packaging,

alternatives that may involve injection or oral dosing (especially as

and the manufacturing process,”

oral alternatives often involve higher doses, because the drug must

says Lynn Allen, vice president of

first be metabolized by the liver). This preference is an attributable

Business Development for MedPharm,

factor to the growth in the topical pharmaceuticals market, which is

a CDMO. “Changing anything from

projected to reach US$150 billion (€142.18 billion) by 2028, expanding

the grade of excipient to a process

at a compounded annual growth rate of 6.4% between 2021 and 2028,

parameter during manufacturing

according to market research (1).

can significantly impact the stability

When it comes to manufacturing successful topical formulations,

Once the target formulation has

its contract manufacturing partners. Fundamentally, two things are

been identified, a reproducible and

required for developing any successful topical drug—establishing

replicable manufacturing process

the optimal formulation and then developing a robust and reliable

must be established to ensure that the

manufacturing, monitoring, and quality control process.

desired API payload will be delivered

Semi-solid topical therapies (e.g., creams, ointments, lotions,
hydrogels, and foams) must deliver the required clinical attributes

with every dose.
Today, a broad range of excipients

while providing the desired mix of physical properties that will make

are available to help manufacturers

the product appealing to the patient. Otherwise, product uptake will

achieve desired therapeutic outcomes

be hindered. For instance, patients managing acne may reject creams

and improve the quality and shelf life

or lotions that feel greasy or clog the pores, while those being treated

of the product, noted Daryl Bassett,

for eczema are more likely to abandon a medication that irritates the

product owner, Bora Pharmaceutical

skin. Other patients may avoid their disease-specific creams, lotions,

CDMO, in a published article (2). These

or gels—whether they are prescribed or over-the-counter (OTC)

excipients include:

products—because they feel sticky, have an unpleasant odour, or

Photo Sesaon - Stock.aadobe.com

and performance of the product.”

a lot of pressure rests on the shoulders of the drug developer and

• Polymers to control viscosity;

stain their clothing. When patients reject specific topical therapies,

these may be fermented (such as

it creates both clinical and commercial implications—undermining

Xanthan gum) or synthetic (such

adherence to therapy (and hence, reducing desired clinical outcomes)

as hydroxypropyl methylcellulose
or hydroxypropyl cellulose).

and undercutting revenue and market share for brand teams.
“Human skin is a complex organ, and each of the distinct layers

• Surface active agents,

(epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis) differ in functionality, so

to help solubilize APIs

formulating the right dosage form that can produce the required

in the formulation.
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• Preservatives to extend

from the top or bottom of the kettle,

a fundamental understanding of

shelf life and control

whether manual transfer or vacuum

the drug and identify the optimal

microbiological activity.

transfer is used, and how fast the

formulation as it passes through

various phases are added can impact

the initial phases of product

the formation of the product’s

development,” notes Allen. “Such

appearance, microstructure,

early risk-mitigation work is critical to

steps to process (adding to timelines)

rheology, viscosity, bulk homogeneity,

support troubleshooting efforts if or

or requires extra inputs of solvents,

specific gravity, and mixing efficiency;

when an issue arises unexpectedly—

energy, or control (thereby adding to

therefore, careful evaluation is

for example, if the manufacturing

cost and complexity), those aspects

imperative to choose the correct

process results in out-of-specification

must be factored in accordingly,”

process design, he adds.

product or a change in performance.”

• Penetration enhancers to
promote absorption.
“If an excipient requires more

Bassett said (2). The addition of

Meanwhile, in recent years,

different excipients often requires

work through all aspects of process

manufacturers of topical pharma

manufacturing tradeoffs related

development and scale-up can

products have been impacted

to stirring rates, process

ultimately speed up the time to

by the same persistent supply

temperatures, or the need for

commercialization. This includes

chain challenges that have been

solvents or surface-active agents to

using a design of experiment (DoE)

shaping the landscape across many

enhance dissolution in the product.

methodology to understand the

industry sectors. “We’ve seen

“To overcome these challenges, a

impact of time, temperature, mixing

supply interruptions related to APIs,

disciplined analytical approach is

speeds, homogenization, hold times,

excipients, and packaging supplies,

required to obtain the economies of

and more,” says Allen. “Stakeholders

with availability issues arising

scale and quality control needed to

should also study all off-specification

from pandemic staffing shortages

keep product prices competitive and

results. Problems not addressed and

to pinch points in upstream

affordable,” he added (2).

resolved early on are much more

suppliers and transportation

costly to rectify during the full-scale

issues,” says Allen. “As a result,

manufacturing stage.”

it’s more important than ever

“Improper design, lack of
knowledge, and inadequate
observation of the process can lead

Ultimately, the final manufacturing

for CDMOs to establish strong,

to critical failures,” notes Chure.

process design should be established

collaborative relationships with all

“Each step of the process is directly

by using a quality-by-design (QbD)

of their suppliers, and to establish

linked to the important physical

approach whereby the DoE is

transparent lines of communication

and chemical quality parameters

conducted to establish the ranges

and improved supply stability

of the drug product, impacting

of the process parameters, notes

protocols to help navigate these

appearance, pH, viscosity, specific

Chure, who adds: “Establishing

very unpredictable times,” she adds.

gravity, rheology, drug content,

critical ranges for key processing

preservative level, and degradation.”

parameters—including temperature

Scaleup invites its own issues

Taking the time to develop a complete

of the phases, mixing speed and time,

The ability to translate successes

understanding of the CMA for each

homogenization speed and time,

developed at process-development

of the ingredients in a given topical

cooling rate, recirculation cycles,

scale to full-scale operation, and

product will help to inform equipment

and batch turnovers—will ensure

to move to new equipment trains

selection—which is particularly

the product meets the final product

from different vendor during

important during scaleup efforts.

quality requirements.”

scaleup is another challenge

For example, competing kettle

During validation efforts, routine

today’s CDMOs must manage. “It’s

designs (such as cylindrical, conical,

in-process sampling should also be

important to take the time to fully

and hemispherical options, and

performed to identify and correct

understand how the DoE process

jacketed versus non-jacketed designs)

any issues related to equipment

translates to new vessel sizes and

create varying heat-distribution

operation. “Similarly, bulk uniformity

mixing parameters,” says Allen.

profiles, which then impact other key

samples that are collected in a

“Stakeholders should work closely

process parameters and the quality

statistically sound way can help

with their equipment vendors, as

of the final product. Similarly, Chure

to both verify uniformity and

they can facilitate the translation

notes that the type of heat source

homogeneity and inform continuous-

of critical process parameters from

available for heating the kettle should

improvement efforts,” notes Chure.

one type of vessel to another.”

also be critically evaluated, because
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“Taking the time to methodically

“Unfortunately, we often find

“Online monitoring of globule size

slow versus fast heating can have

that drug developers have not

and particle size has allowed for

a dramatic impact on the quality of

performed initial pre-formulation,

deeper understanding of the impact

the final drug product. Factors such

formulation-development, and

of changes in process parameters

as whether ingredients are added

process-development steps to gain

to product quality and thereby allow
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Manufacturing

for process designs that are more

reference product, says Allen.

as well as a matching placebo,

robust and repeatable,” adds Chure.

She notes that MedPharm is also

for a planned clinical study for

Investment in ongoing upgrades

developing a number of models a

the prevention of recurring

is increasingly important as more

nd systems to evaluate both

drug manufacturers incorporate

marketed and topical products

innovations—such as microspheres,

under development.

nanospheres, nano-emulsions,

basal cell carcinoma (6).
• Over the past four years,
CPL has invested in new
manufacturing and packaging
equipment and built out new

transdermal delivery systems such

Recent investment
and expansions

as liposomes and ethosomes—into

Thanks to strong growth in the

equipment to support GMP

their topical formulations.

development of, and demand for,

product testing.

The goal is to balance
the need for proper dose
dispensing or metering
while safeguarding
the product against
degradation from
exposure to light
or oxygen.

topical formulations in pharma,

emulgels, and other specialized

quality control lab space and

many CDMOs are in expansion

Conclusion

mode. Several recently announced

The development and production

investments or expansions include:

of consistent, reliable topical

• MedPharm opened a new

formulations presents a number of

location in Raleigh-Durham,

challenges. The pressure is on to

NC, to expand its capabilities

ensure that products can perform as

in topical and transdermal

expected and have qualities that are

delivery. The new facility

acceptable to patients.

Packaging and
shelf-life considerations

will double the company’s
existing footprint and will

vendors and CDMO partners to

Selecting the most appropriate

support process development

assess the impact on product

packaging option for today’s topical

and clinical and small-scale

components on process parameters

formulation route brings its own

commercial manufacturing

and final product quality as early

challenges. The goal is to balance

for semi-solid and liquid

in the process, drug developers

the need for proper dose dispensing

pharmaceutical products (3).

can shorten the timeline between

or metering while safeguarding the

• In January 2022, Cambrex

By working closely with equipment

development and commercialization,

product against degradation from

celebrated its 40th

minimize wasted expenditures

exposure to light or oxygen.

anniversary by announcing

associated with off-spec

US$100 million (€94.79 million)

products, troubleshooting and

decisions must also balance other

of investments to expand

timeline delays, and improve the

considerations, such as ensuring

capacity and modernize

odds of commercial success.

a patient-friendly ergonomic

its global manufacturing

design, the need for child-proof

capabilities (4). In March 2022,

and/or senior-friendly designs

the company announced that

and enable reliable dosing. “Such

it was significantly expanding

specialized systems, while useful,

its biopharmaceutical testing

can be challenging to integrate

services business, adding

into standard packaging lines and

11 additional current good

require experienced engineers to

manufacturing practice (CGMP)

develop processes and retrofitted

laboratories at its Durham,

filling systems to execute

NC, facility and broadening

successful scale up. [Therefore,]

its service offering for large

that must be taken into

molecule and viral/cell-based

Meanwhile, packaging

consideration as early as possible in
the planning process,” notes Allen.
As drug manufacturers work to

therapeutics (5).
• In January 2022, Recro Pharma
(which changed its name

ensure that topical pharma products

to Societal CDMO in March

retain their quality and performance

2022) was awarded a multi-

over their intended shelf life, many

year, US$1.5 million (€1.42

are increasingly using in vitro

million) contract from the US

release testing (IVRT). This quality

government. The company will

test can be described as a topical

formulate, manufacture, and

dissolution assay where the release

supply a topical dermal drug

rate of the API is compared to a

containing a prespecified API,
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In this sense, they can be considered
unique elements. In addition, the
cost of this equipment means that
its longevity in the production
lines is high, resulting in several
generations of equipment coexisting
despite differences resulting from
technological advances made

Key Factors in the
Development of Data
Analytics for Industrial
Pharmaceutical Equipment
Digital maintenance solutions can help visualize the value and key
activities provided by the equipment vendor from inception to utilization.

between releases.
To overcome this as well as to
provide a scalable and maintainable
solution, one can implement
a “standard” behaviour model
based on the latest generation of
equipment that will be mapped to
the particularities of the existing
equipment. This model serves as a
reference to establish a comparison
baseline where it is possible to
compare the performance of a
specific piece of equipment with a
database of equivalent machines in
equivalent operations, which is key

Joan Piedrafita is the
digital development
project manager, and

M

to obtaining the elevated level of
achinery maintenance currently represents a considerable

model precision needed for accurate

line in the budget of industrial organizations, which is why

predictive maintenance.

enterprises are constantly seeking ways to improve the efficiency and

Xavier Olivella is a global

cost of their maintenance activities. The latest trend is to establish

customer service engineer,

digital analytical models based on the capacity to extract data

both at Telstar.

from the desired equipment, but that raises the question of how to
implement the necessary technologies and procedures within an

Digital maintenance
is not based on
the adjustment of
equipment paramaters.

existing facility populated with systems that pre-date the industrial

Templating the right data

Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 defined concepts.

As already mentioned, the solution

A cloud data analysis platform to model and analyze the behaviour

is based on a “standard” behaviour

of pharmaceutical industrial equipment may solve this problem. Using

model that mimics the real

a non-intrusive approach enables a gradual and smooth adaptation of

equipment. This digital twin includes

existing equipment to exploit new digitalization and data techniques

the definition of the:

while trying to minimize a reformulation of existing processes and

• Data to be collected

instrumentation deluge.

• Process model

The concept behind the solution

• Maintenance model (1).

• Key performance indicators (KPI)

through a connection device. An

regarding the impact that a data-driven approach produces in

implementation team that maps

reducing the number and cost of maintenance operations as well as

existing equipment signals to the

the improvement of the equipment availability and reliability. Unlike

expected ones in the model by using

performance optimization processes, digital maintenance is not

an asset type tag template, adapting

based on the adjustment of equipment parameters to achieve greater

the existing process of the machine

productivity, but on the prescription of actions on the equipment to

to the expected process model.

reduce the risk of unexpected failures both in the availability of the
equipment as well as in the quality of the products it produces.
The target equipment of the platform is process equipment for
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Unlike those intended for the discrete
operations in the manufacturing industry, process equipment is
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It must be fed with machine data

how to provide relevant value in the maintenance field, especially

Process adaptation requires high
knowledge not only of the process
but also of the system design and
control because it:
• Requires finding the matching

designed for continuous operations, which presents extremely high

manufacturing process control on

variability due to the manufacturing processes in which they are used.

the manufacturing process control
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One of the main concerns during the inception of a solution is

Manufacturing

cycle tagging both for the existing

The last two points require a close

supervision of the prediction engine

interaction between the vendor and

requires the system monitoring

the maintenance personnel since

as well as the supervision of the

and/or adapting “custom” defined

much of the information necessary

classification, partitioning, and

cycles in case the existing process

to fine-tune the maintenance system

grouping of the different equipment

was not fully compliant with the

is normally scattered and does not

based on their characterization and

defined one.

have a sufficient level of traceability

acceptance degrees. In other words,

that allows its introduction directly in

the support group ensures that a

go live and begin gathering the

the platform. At this point, the system

certain degree of representativeness

corresponding data. The received

is ready to enable the two operating

and accuracy is met in benchmarking

data and the generated KPI will be

modes of the platform.

the performance of specific

machine and the defined model
• Could require filling in the gaps

Once set up, the platform will

validated to detect any defect that

Condition-based maintenance

equipment with a database of

does not comply with the desired

relies on real-time monitoring of

equivalent machines in equivalent

result. After this validation, the

machine data. A supervising module

operation so that the predictions are

platform is production-ready for data

is constantly monitoring machine-

valuable and accurate.

ingestion and its analysis.

provided data or status; and in case

The work of the support team

of an anomaly, MRO is triggered.

can be exemplified in the case of an

Taming the
maintenance model

Anomalies occur when exceeding

equipment alarm that is triggered

the predefined threshold (manual or

above the established mean value. In

Once data starts to be collated, it

AI-defined) over a single or a set of

this case, the support team analyzes

is time to adjust the maintenance

defined variables.

if this case is a real issue in the given

model, as this is the main objective of
the platform. The maintenance model
can be split into three parts:
• The model definition
• The digital elements
• Spare parts, maintenance, and

Detectability is
implemented through
algorithims that use the
defined variables/KPI.
Predictive maintenance is an

equipment, if it is a false positive
due to a low level of the detection
threshold, or if it is a situation
not contemplated in the model.
Depending on this analysis, the
support team manages the incident—

repair operations (MRO) on the

extension and improvement of

launching the corresponding MRO

customer side.

condition-based monitoring, but a

operation, adjusting the detectability

more diagnostic analysis is performed

limits, or evaluating the suitability of

a failure mode and effects analysis

to predict future events. The objective

expanding the prediction model.

that is consistent with the equipment

of predictive maintenance is to

model type stated above. This

calculate the remaining useful

Conclusion

highlights the failure causes and their

lifetime of a component and

When implementing a cloud data

impact, identifies the components

schedule MRO based on:

analysis platform, it is crucial to

The model is defined by means of

associated with them, and specifies
their detectability. This detectability

• The real-time monitoring of asset
condition and performance

understand the constitutive stages
necessary to implement useful

is implemented in insights through

• The analysis of work order data

data analytics, as they can be used

algorithms or rule systems that use the

• Benchmarking MRO

to improve the overall equipment

variables/KPI defined in the platform.

inventory usage.

Both the specific MROs and

effectiveness of existing equipment
from the initial design concept to

information regarding them that is

Supervising ML/AI

how they are materialized into a

intended to help its optimization

Once the solution has been launched,

final solution. Similarly, the value

are taken into consideration. At

a support team is necessary. This

provided by the equipment vendor

first sight, this may seem easy to

team is responsible for providing

must be considered from the

implement, but at a practical level,

long-term support to the end-user

inception and implementatifoon of

it is no small undertaking. To manage

and for supervising the platform

a digital maintenance solution to

it successfully, three activities must

operations, especially monitoring

its exploitation. This not only provides

be performed:

the machine learning/artificial

a multi-equipment database but

intelligence (ML/AI) system.

also added value services to

• Mapping and adapting what is
established in the failure model
to the existing equipment
• The introduction of specific MROs
for existing equipment
• Monitoring of detection settings
based on history.

As previously mentioned, the

maintenance operations.

platform provides a prediction
model based on the behaviour of the
equipment that is confronted with a
data model based on an aggregate
of equipment of the same type. The
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this problem. Some of these have
already been commercialized as
accessories to existing dissolution
equipment. There are other novel
dosage forms that will be delivered
other than orally, such as long
acting parenterals, transdermal
microneedles, inhalation, etc. that will

Advances in
Dissolution Testing
Recent trends in dissolution testing have led to
increased use of data integrity solutions and more
biorelevant testing techniques.

Grant Playter

L

“This leaves new,
challenging formulations
with poor solubility or
permeability which in
turn require new
formulation and
delivery methods that
may require changes
in their corresponding
performance tests.”
— Ishai Nir,
Distek
equally require some new or modified
dissolution testing solutions (1).

ike most sectors of the pharmaceutical industry, the dissolution
testing space is in a constant state of flux and evolution. With

Trends and shifts

everything from real-time release testing to automated regulatory audit

PTE: Are there any trends you see

trail software continuing to gain prominence in the sector, an in-depth

occurring in this space? Are there any

look toward the future of dissolution testing is needed for those seeking

trends that you’ve seen ending?

comprehensive understanding of the industry.

Nir: There are two major trends that

Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with Ishai Nir, small-

will strongly affect dissolution testing.

molecule products manager at Distek, a manufacturer of dissolution

The first is the inclusion of dissolution

and related laboratory testing instruments, to get a perspective from an

testing into the comprehensive data

industry insider on the state of dissolutions technology. The discussion

integrity solution used by the lab, and

touches on recent innovations, ongoing trends, and the future of the

with it true 21 CFR [Code of Federal

dissolutions testing industry.

Regulations] Part 11 compliance. As
dissolution instrumentation moves

Recent innovations

away from error-prone manual

PTE: What are some recent innovations you have observed in the

operations to software driven

dissolution testing space, if any? How would you describe their impact?

automation, more and more steps of
and dissolution testing and sampling,

Pharmacopeia). So, for existing formulations there is not a lot of

will join sample analysis as falling under

opportunity for innovation. However, as the expression goes ‘all the

the auspices of these data controls.

BCS class 1 and 3 drugs have already been discovered.’ This leaves

This will mean that some of the current

new, challenging formulations with poor solubility or permeability

testing industry band-aids and ‘partially

which in turn require new formulation and delivery methods that may

compliant’ solutions will have to be

require changes in their corresponding performance tests.

replaced by robust systems.

For example, solubility is inversely related to particle size. This

The second is a push by FDA [US

has led to multiple submicron dosage forms. However, conventional

Food and Drug Administration] to move

dissolution methodology breaks down at this scale because it

away from a simple single or a few

becomes impossible to use conventional filtering techniques to

measurements of a straight in-vitro

remove undissolved API from collected dissolution samples waiting

dissolution test and towards testing

to be analyzed.

that is more biorelevant. This takes two

A recent stimuli article in the USP Pharmaceutical Forum addressed
all the new non-compendial techniques being employed to address
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the process, such as media preparation

and testing methodology specified in great detail by the USP (US
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forms. First, increasingly there will be
a move towards creating in-vitro tests
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Nir: Dissolution is a well-defined test with both instrumentation

Analytics

that will be more sensitive to

entertained would have had to be

Obviously, this is not unique to

changes that will affect in-vivo

locally hosted.

dissolution testing, but pharma

behavior. At least in development
stages, there is already an increasing
requirement to show that a test is
not only sensitive to manufacturing
variation, but sensitivity to parameters
which can affect bioequivalence.

The impact of COVID-19

“This will mean that
some of the current
testing industry
band-aids and ‘partially
compliant’ solutions
will have to be replaced
by robust systems.”

PTE: We recently passed the two-

— Ishai Nir,
Distek

year anniversary of the COVID-19
pandemic. Now that we have a
clearer idea of its short-term/

COVID forced many companies

manufacturing as a whole.

Looking to the future
PTE: Regarding the future of your
industry, what do you see as the
next big change? Do you have any
predictions in particular?
Nir: One paradigm shift gaining some
traction in the not-too-distant future
is an increase in the implementation
of continuous manufacturing. This
is a shift from batch manufacturing,

immediate impacts, are there any

to accelerate acceptance and

where dissolution testing can be done

longitudinal effects you see it having

implementation of these external

between batches, to truly continuous

on your industry?

access strategies. As a result,

manufacturing where all of the

things like remote instrument

characterization of samples needs to

one thing that COVID has led to is

monitoring, maintenance, validation,

be somehow done in real time. This

a rethinking by the pharmaceutical

and possibly repair, software as a

may require a shift to using inline

industry of the acceptability of remote

service, etc. start becoming subjects

process analytical technologies based

access. Pre COVID, most companies

of discussion. Together with the

on correlation modelling with traditional

would have not even considered

move to software control discussed

destructive offline physical tests.

allowing any kind of external Internet

previously, this may make these

access to any of their machines

concepts palatable and applicable to

or data. Similarly, any cloud-based

pharma the way they are accepted

solutions that would have been

as de facto in many other industries.

Nir: As with many other industries,
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opportunity to access the specialist
knowledge of drug substance,
drug development, and clinical
experts that are dedicated to the
provision of these services, often
having experienced many valuable
case studies that can provide great
benefit for the customer,” she
says. “This integrated consultancy
approach can offer additional value
when accelerating formulation
strategies to achieve first-in-human
and proof-of-concept milestones.”
In addition to a lack of expertise,

Unlocking
Formulation Expertise
Partnering with an experienced service provider can help companies
unlock the commercial potential of new therapeutic approaches.

Felicity Thomas

A

which creates a hurdle to
successful formulation strategies
by pharmaceutical companies,
other common issues include the
appropriate amount of resources
and time to be able to choose and
apply orthogonal approaches to
understanding the formulation
design space, specifies Paul Kippax,
Pharmaceutical Sector director at

s the industry enters a phase where the patents of

Malvern Panalytical. “Working in

many major drugs will expire and the use of more novel

partnership with a contract

therapeutic modalities is increasing, the desire to partner up with

service provider that provides both

a company that can offer significant expertise is also rising.

expertise and instrumentation

According to market research, the global formulation development

can add exponential value to any

outsourcing market is predicted to grow at a compound annual rate

formulation development workflow,”

of 8.19% between 2020 and 2028 (1).

he says. “By offering consultancy

“Outsourcing formulation activities provides sponsor companies

on and access to the plethora of

with the opportunity to unlock the entire commercial potential of

analytics and associated methods

new therapeutic approaches,” confirms Cornelius Pompe, vice-

available, an experienced team

president R&D at Leukocare. “The most obvious advantage of

will supply the clarity needed

outsourcing is the opportunity to increase the likelihood of success.

to answer your questions and

Thereby, the sponsor’s specific knowledge about the drug is

accelerate your development.”

combined with the formulation expertise of the service provider that
is able to leverage from a high project throughput.”

A best-case scenario, when
outsourcing a project to a CRO,
gain rapid access to the wide range

“With more molecules in development than ever before, huge

of instrumentation and experience

productivity challenges are arising. Consistent increases in molecules

that is required for an orthogonal

with challenging drug properties have created hurdles when trying

approach, Kippax emphasizes. “[This

to achieve successful delivery, which also aids in the high attrition

scenario would] allow sponsors to

rates of molecules before Phase II,” notes Vanessa Zann, senior

effectively define the design space

drug development consultant, Quotient Sciences. “If accelerating

without introducing noise and

development timelines is the goal, drug developers must characterize

unnecessary complexity,” he adds.

their compounds sufficiently to allow intelligent formulation strategies

“And selecting a services provider

to be adopted, and for contract research organizations (CROs) and

with deep experience developing

contract development and manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) to be

the dosage forms most relevant to

able to provide meaningful data quickly.”

your product can be the ultimate

When moving away from traditional industry silos and using an
integrated approach for projects with a single outsourcing partner,

30

fast-track to success.”
“Accelerating a formulation

it is possible to gain significant cost and time savings, explains Zann.

strategy is all about continually

“Outsourcing to a fully integrated service provider also allows for the

asking and answering the questions
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would be for the sponsor company to

Accelerated formulation projects

Outsourcing

that enable you to narrow the design

learning, which require skillsets (e.g.,

is the integration of clinical trial

space,” Kippax states. “Like the

software development experience)

manufacturing and clinical testing,

beams of two torches crossing in the

that are not necessarily available on

points out Chris Roe, senior research

dark, applying the right combination

the sponsor’s side,” he notes.

fellow, Quotient Sciences. “With this
approach, a number of formulations

of analytics to validate—or even
dismiss—a particular formulation

Technological advances

can be rapidly manufactured in small

will quickly shine a light on the

“High-throughput, automated

batch sizes with limited stability,

optimal product preparation.”

analytics have been critical to

and assessed in the clinic in quick

enabling strategic formulation

succession (sequential dosing in a

Science, downstream processing,

development, providing extensive

small cohort of subjects) to inform of

Rentschler Biopharma concurs

and detailed measurements that

the best performing formulation to

that sponsors can benefit from the

rapidly expand understanding

move forward with,” he says.

expertise that a CDMO can bring to

of critical material attributes,”

the table, as well as the flexibility a

emphasizes Kippax. “Combining a

and simulation software has added

partnership can offer. The reasoning

highly automated approach with

another tool to assist in accelerating

being that not only are CDMOs, such

visualization and data analytics

formulation optimization, continues

as Rentschler Biopharma, experts in

that provide high data density can

Roe. “Future innovations from

high-quality manufacturing, but they

really catalyze the sample-centric

artificial intelligence and machine

also follow holistic approaches to

workflow. And to ensure your data

learning tools, will enable

product development, he notes.

[are] relevant, precise, repeatable

organizations to leverage a prior

and connected, it’s important to

experience to enhance formulation

approach is tailored to the needs

have the right expertise available at

design and selection, based on input

of the client and molecule in

the right time, to interpret analytics,

molecule properties and a target

question,” Faude continues. “The

support with data interpretation, and

pharmacokinetic profile,” he states.

collaborative exchange between

oversee the overall picture painted.”

“Outsourcing accelerated

the sponsor and service provider

Firstly, Pompe emphasizes that the

formulation strategies in the

Alexander Faude, director Process

“At the same time, [a holistic]

Furthermore, the use of modelling

continuously enhances this

decision as to whether or not new

context of process development

foundation of knowledge and can

molecules may even be eligible for

and manufacturing is a collaborative

be leveraged for project success.”

accelerated formulation strategies,

process that brings together

partially depends on the molecules’

the right mix of knowledge,

record of outsourcing providers

intrinsic liabilities. “At very early

expertise, and experience to

plays a defining role in contributing

project stages, these liabilities can

guarantee project success,”

towards the success of accelerated

be addressed during developability

concludes Faude. “Ultimately,

formulation strategies,” specifies

assessments aiming for the

acceleration programmes for highly

Marvin Kadisch, director Process

identification of most promising lead

coordinated process development

Science, upstream processing,

molecules. Here and during later

and manufacturing followed by

Rentschler Biopharma. “[These

development phases, in-silico tools

sophisticated approval strategies

attributes] ensure the alignment

like molecular modelling, biostatistics,

enable shortest clinical and

of material supply and quality with

or machine learning are increasingly

commercial entering.”

formulation development activities

leveraged,” he says. “In combination

that are critical to the success of

with predictive time-independent

the strategy. Moreover, expertise,

analytics (e.g., biophysical methods),

especially with respect to in-silico

these tools are able to expedite

approaches but also wet-lab

informed decisions on final

activities, is a defining factor.”

formulations and allow for a more

“The experience and track

Particularly for accelerated
formulation strategies, partnering

efficient utilization of lab resources.”
Partnering with a service provider

with an outsourcing service provider

that encompasses the whole

that has formulation expertise

bandwidth of aforementioned

for a great variety of modalities is

technologies and is highly

advantageous because the partner

experienced in applying them

will be agile toward the specific

to a broad range of modalities is

needs of the client’s molecule, adds

beneficial, stresses Pompe.

Pompe. “Accelerated formulation

A method that can be employed

strategies are largely built on cutting-

to accelerate both small and large-

edge technologies like machine

molecule formulation development
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entry of suggested PMS data
changes (initially only for
variations of existing products
in the PMS) and the generation
of an electronic application
form (eAF) PDF with embedded
PMS data in the Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources (FHIR)
XML format. FHIR is a standard for
exchanging healthcare information
electronically. The DADI project
team will create a specification FHIR
as a backbone for each of the new

What DADI Means for the
Pharmaceutical Industry
The move toward using the Digital Application Dataset Integration (DADI)
project for the initial implementation of IDMP-based regulatory data submissions
offers both opportunities and challenges for pharmaceutical organizations.

Renato Rjavec
is director of product
management at
Amplexor Life Sciences.

T

web-based forms.

The Digital
Application Dataset
Integration project’s
primary goal is to
replace PDF‑based
e-application forms
with web forms
submitted via a portal.

he saga of identification of medicinal products (IDMP) rollout
has been dragging on for years, and the latest decision by the

Delayed deadline

European Medicines Agency (EMA)—to focus on Digital Application

The go-live of the variation web

Dataset Integration (DADI) project first—is only the latest bump

form was originally planned for

in the road (1). Most industry players agree that a more data-

March 2022, but it has now been

driven way of managing regulated product data, based on agreed

postponed until October 2022 (2).

standards, is the future for the pharmaceutical industry. But

According to EMA’s DADI eAF

EMA’s change of heart means that full IDMP-based regulatory data

project Q&A (3), the project go-live

exchange, via a system-to-system interface between pharmaceutical

will be followed by a six-month

companies and EMA, now won’t come into effect any time soon.

transition period, during which both

For the time being, regulatory teams will have to manually manage

the PDF eAF and the web-based

data in two repositories—information populated via DADI web forms

form can be used in parallel. At

and the fuller data sets held within their own internal regulatory

the end of the transition period,

information management (RIM) systems.

both the use of the web-form and

Leveraging the parallel DADI project offers a means to maintain

the use of structured PMS data will

progress towards a future of data-driven submissions management

be required. Another significant

(e.g., by optimizing submissions-handling processes and enabling the

change is that the go-live of

full use of product management services [PMS] master data). It also

the variation web form will be for

relieves a lot of pressure for the pharmaceutical industry.

all EU procedures (not centrally
authorized products in step 1

Replacing PDFs

and non‑centralized in step 2,

The DADI project, which has been running in parallel with

as previously planned with the

IDMP/substance, product, organization, and referential (SPOR)

EU IDMP roadmap).
57/XEVMPD and EMA’s internal

master data. Its primary goal is to replace PDF-based e-application

database for centralized procedure)

forms with web forms submitted via a portal.

will be used in DADI forms. Missing

What DADI does not deliver, however, is fluid data exchange.

32

PMS data (migrated from Article

submissions-handling processes and enabling concrete use of PMS

or incorrect data can be entered,

Rather, the DADI portal will support access to current PMS

filled, or proposed. Initially, though,

data (to the extent that this has been migrated/integrated

there will be no direct system-

from the extended EudraVigilance medicinal product dictionary

based option to submit full product

[XEVMPD] and other EMA databases). It will also support the

datasets to PMS and timelines for
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developments, offers an important step towards optimizing

Quality/Regulations

this are not yet known. The PMS will

based on these standards. This

Something to work with

be fed only via the XEVMPD data

will put them in good stead

The latest news is just another bump

submission process, which remains

for the longer-term objective:

in the long and troubled road of

unchanged. Having correct data,

supporting fuller standards-based

IDMP. But this new agile approach is

at least in Article 57/XEVMPD or

data exchange.

a step in the right direction and could

Companies can continue to get

drive more realistic and tangible

or speed up the process of web

their databases ready. It is possible

outputs in shorter time frames.

form‑filling.

right now to take all the relevant

Rather than wait for a solution

information and encode and store it

that addresses every requirement,

containing all DADI-applicable

properly in the database. Of course,

an agile approach should give the

data elements in the near future.

this needs to be connected with the

industry something to work with

However, EMA will not provide an

referentials management services

sooner rather than later, and many

application programming interface

controlled vocabularies. IDMP is

of the DADI project’s elements are

at go-live.

complex; therefore, the system

operational right now.

ideally in IDMP granularity, will ease

EMA will share a spreadsheet

should be built to provide guidance

An abrupt change
Both pharma companies and
vendors have been working around
the clock to deliver against the
previously communicated plans,
based on EU IDMP Implementation
Guidance v2.1, only to find that the
direction has changed abruptly with
little or no warning.
However, the process for a
marketing authorization application
submission will not change, says the
EMA (4). Ambitions to move towards
the proposed new IDMP/SPOR-based
target operating model (TOM) based

for those using it.

As regulatory
solutions change,
data sharing will
increasingly become
key to regulatory
activities, and
businesses will
have to be ready
to pivot and change
very quickly.
In the past, companies collected

on data-driven product information

data in the granularity required

exchange have been watered

by the XEVMPD. Now, there is a

down, though it is still expected

crucial requirement to be able

that companies will eventually

to trim down data collected in

be required to adopt this model.

IDMP granularity and convert it

Falling back on the DADI portal for

to the level that is still needed for

submissions will fail to alleviate

XEVMPD submissions. To support

the manual data input burden due

this seamlessly, solutions need to

to the limited scope of XEVMPD.

be able to extract information out

Meanwhile, the developments

of the complex IDMP data model to

have also come as a relief, as the

generate the XEVPRM message in

previous implementation timelines

the appropriate format.

were tight, and the maturity of the

Companies can also continue

EMA guidelines and systems in place

with work on connecting processes,

was insufficient to guarantee a

keeping in mind an impending

smooth go-live and productive use.

process change that demands that
companies submit a certain set of

Tangible outcomes

information to the data form before

EMA’s new agile approach seems

they submit the eCTD sequence. This

to provide a viable route to

is how EMA is now implementing the

achieving tangible outcomes in

TOM, where data and content are

the near future. Companies should

submitted alongside each other. This

still maintain product data that

is also a key for systems to support

conforms to the data granularity

the early collection of data, even

requirements of IDMP as well as

though at this stage data needs to be

XEVMPD electronic submissions

manually double-entered.

As regulatory solutions change,
data sharing will increasingly become
key to regulatory activities, and
businesses will have to be ready to
pivot and change very quickly. EMA’s
shift in priority to the DADI project
may mark the beginning of a period
marked by accelerating change and
the need for flexibility. As such,
companies should be prepared.
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ask the expert

Which Batch Size
for Validation and
Stability Studies?
Process validation for a drug product must be done with commercialscale batches, says Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel.
We are planning to market a new drug (film
coated tablets of the biotech product in
nine different blister pack sizes) in the United
States and the European Union. In support of the application,
we must perform process validation and we will need to have
stability data. To minimize the number of batches, we intend
to manufacture three commercial-size batches of the tablets,
then split each batch into three to create nine sub batches
(one batch for each blister pack size). We will then take
samples from each blister pack size to test stability. Is this a
compliant approach?

A.

You correctly state that you need to perform process
validation and collect stability data for the various
pack sizes. The question to answer is whether your batch
sizes are in compliance with the regulations. Though the
batch size for the tablets is at commercial scale, the batch
size for each of the nine packaging runs is only a third of
commercial scale.
The globally accepted standard for stability testing is
International Council for Harmonisation (ICH) Q1A(R2) Stability
Testing of New Drug Substances and Products (1). Herein, the
minimum batch size requirement is, “The batches should be
manufactured to a minimum of pilot scale.”
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) confirms this
requirement (2), stating that these batches can be “either pilot
scale or a small scale batch.”
The European Medicines Agency (EMA) refers to the ICH
guidance on their “quality: stability” website (3) and mentions
“pilot scale” as the minimum batch size in their variation
guidance listed on this website.
The Parenteral Drug Association’s (PDA) Technical Report
60-2 Process Validation: A Lifecycle Approach–1 Oral Solid
Dosage/Semisolid Dosage Forms Annex (4), which reflects
industry best practices, refers to batches for stability testing at
10–15% of commercial batch volume.
Your batch size of a third (i.e., 33%) of commercial batch
size, with the aim to demonstrate the appropriate quality of
the drug product on stability, is thus compliant with regulatory
expectations and the laws.
At this scale, however, these batches cannot be used for
process validation for a drug product to be approved for
marketing in either the US or the EU. Process validation for a
34
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drug product, even a generic-drug product, has to be done
with commercial-scale (packaging) batches.
The reason is that process validation has to cover all
the unit operations involved in the packaging process at
the commercial scale. If the same batch is split at the
packaging stage into sub-batches for different pack sizes,
then validation of the packaging step will be incomplete.
For example, sampling during blister packaging needs to be
done at different time points (including beginning, middle,
and end) of packaging of a commercial size batch. Fullscale manufacturing may take so long that shift changes
may be required, or new rolls of foil may be required. These
interventions may not happen during the manufacture at the
reduced batch size. Process validation is defined as follows:
• EMA definition of process validation (5): “The documented
evidence that the process, operated within established
parameters, can perform effectively and reproducibly to
product a medicinal product meeting its predetermined
specifications and quality attributes.”
• FDA definition of process validation (6): “The collection
and evaluation of data, from the process design stage
through commercial production, which establishes
scientific evidence that a process is capable of consistently
delivering quality products.”
Although the definition of process validation differs somewhat
between EU and US, the requirements for commercial batch size
for process validation do not. The details can be found in the two
documents referenced above.
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Prep for the future
Novel semi-preparative Supercritical Fluid Chromatography system
Designed in collaboration with the Enabling
Technologies Consortium, the award-winning
Nexera UC Prep SFC is a next-generation solution
to the demand for efficient and robust semi-prep
SFC purification in the pharmaceutical, chemical
and food industries. Its flexible system configuration in a compact design allows users to overhaul
their workflow, reduce inefficiencies and meet a
wide range of purification requirements.
High recovery rates
through the patented “LotusStream” gas-liquid
separator technology

www.shimadzu.eu /prep-for-the-future

Maximizes lab resources
with its compact design, green technology and
fast dry down times
Streamlined processes
while fitting into pre-existing workflows with the
easy-to-use “Prep Solution” software
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